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Abstract
The First World War is generally viewed by both advocates and critics of commercial liberal
theory as the quintessential example of a failure of economic integration to maintain peace. Yet
this consensus relies both on methodologically flawed inference and an incomplete accounting
of the antecedents to the war. Crucially, the war began in a weakly integrated portion of
Europe with which highly integrated powers were entangled through the alliance system. Crises
among the highly interdependent European powers in the decades leading up to World War I
were generally resolved without bloodshed. Among the less interdependent powers in Eastern
Europe, however, crises regularly escalated to militarized violence. Moreover, the crises leading
to the war created increased incentives for the integrated powers to strengthen commitments
to their less-interdependent partners. In attempting to make these alliances more credible,
western powers shifted foreign policy discretion to the very states that lacked strong economic
disincentives to fight. Had globalization pervaded Eastern Europe, or the rest of Europe been
less locked into events in the East, Europe might have avoided a “Great War.”
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Introduction

The relationship between economic interdependence and military conflict is among the most studied
and debated in the international relations literature. Scholars who argue that economic ties reduce
the likelihood of conflict have struggled to reconcile this view with the outbreak of World War I.
The conventional wisdom among political scientists is that World War I constituted a failure of
economic integration to maintain peace.1 Even prominent advocates of liberal theory view the First
World War as an unfortunate contradiction to the general argument that trade inhibits conflict.2
These arguments are important for several reasons. First, they bear on our understanding of the
causes of war and peace, and on more pragmatic issues of policy in an increasingly globalized, but
still fractious world. Whether interdependence encourages states to resolve differences diplomatically or not contributes to expectations about the future of international affairs. If interdependence
at the turn of the last century failed to inhibit the most general conflict up to that time, then it may
fail to perpetuate peace in the new century. Second, the First World War also serves as a “critical
case” for proponents and critics of liberal theory. The liberal argument will be strengthened to the
degree that economic integration a century ago can be reconciled with the outbreak of general war
in Europe in 1914. Finally, World War I is an inherently important case, implying (as others have
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already suggested) that explanations for its advent and expansion deserve careful scrutiny.
Recasting the outbreak of the First World War in a light more favorable to liberal theory is
actually less difficult than the prevailing consensus would suggest. At the very least, World War I is
not a particularly compelling example of the failure of liberal trade theory, and it may even indicate
the strength of the liberal perspective. The conventional wisdom about interdependence and World
War I seems peculiar in light of three historical facts. First, the turn of the century saw a series of
intense crises among the interdependent states of Western Europe that nevertheless did not result
in open warfare. Second, despite these growing tensions among the Western powers, the fighting in
1914 actually began among the less-interdependent powers of Austria-Hungary and Serbia. Third,
during the same period in which the highly interdependent European powers were generally able to
resolve their crises without resorting to war, the less-interdependent powers were typically unable
to do so. These observations indicate that there may indeed have been a relationship between
interdependence and the pacific settlement of disputes during this era. These facts also suggest
that the role of interdependence in the outbreak of war in 1914 may be better understood in the
context of the relationship between interdependence and conflict in the era leading up to the war.
We argue that the relationship between economic interdependence and the outbreak of World
War I has been broadly misinterpreted and that interdependence did not really fail in 1914. World
War I did happen, of course, but it is no coincidence that it began among states that were less
well-integrated into the global economy than their key alliance partners. There is much evidence
to suggest that economic linkages served an important role in averting escalation to warfare in
the series of crises that led up to the Great War. However, these crises created an incentive for
more integrated countries, most importantly Germany and Russia, to show an increasing resolve to
support their weaker, less interdependent, allies, Austria-Hungary and Serbia. Tight alliance ties
then effectively handed the foreign policies of interdependent powers over to countries that were
less well-integrated into the world economy. Economic integration was not capable of forestalling
conflict where integration had yet to occur. Nor could interdependence prevent war, once started,
from spreading through competing networks of military alliance commitments that made it much
more costly for Western powers to exercise available economic linkages to the greatest pacific effect.

2

This paper begins by explaining the various theories that argue that interdependence reduces
the likelihood of conflict, as well as theories opposed to this view. Second, we discuss shortcomings
of treating the outbreak of World War I as a failure of interdependence. Third, we describe
interdependence in the two economic subsystems of Europe prior to the war. In the fourth section,
we compare crisis behavior in the highly interdependent and less-interdependent portions of Europe
during the period 1871 to 1913. Fifth, we discuss the July crisis and the outbreak of war in 1914.
We conclude by using the evidence from our analysis to further refine commercial liberal theory.
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War and Interdependence

Theories of interdependence argue that economic relationships that span international borders
influence the conflict propensity of states. Nations inclined to war can be deterred, informed, or
transformed by the value of economic linkages. Critics of interdependence argue that economic ties
do not have powerful pacifying effects on world politics, either because the stakes are insufficient to
deter conflict, or because some aspect of the causal logic offered by liberals and others is incorrect.
The most traditional approach to the relationship between economic relations and conflict
focuses on explaining how economic ties linking nations change the incentives of actors in the
international system. Beginning in the modern era, scholar-statesmen like Richard Cobden and
Norman Angell and others argued that interdependence, primarily in the form of interstate trade,
raises the opportunity cost of war, thus making contests less likely. The logic of these arguments
is that a war between trading partners would likely disrupt that trade, forcing states to seek other
markets. This would require a shift to different, less lucrative, trade partners.3 Others argue
that as trade increases states can achieve gains more efficiently through economic means, rather
than through warfare. In other words, when states can grow their economies through international
commerce, there is a decreased incentive to attempt to do so through territorial conflict.4 Open
3
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financial and goods markets may also create similar disincentives for states to fight.5
The notion that international trade is associated with decreased likelihood of conflict has found
significant empirical support. A series of studies using events data found that higher levels of
trade interdependence (defined as trade/GDP) are associated with lower probabilities of interstate
war.6 Others have built on this research to demonstrate that the finding is robust to alternate
specifications of the temporal domain7 and unit of analysis.8 The relationship between trade and
conflict is likely more complex than initially theorized. First, it may be the case that high levels of
trade dependence embolden a state’s opponents.9 Responding to this critique, McDonald (2004)
argues that we must shift our focus from aggregate trade flows to the extent to which states pursue
free trade policies. Thus, he argues: “Free trade, and not just trade, promotes peace by removing an
important foundation of domestic privilege-protective barriers to trade-that enhances the domestic
power of societal groups likely to support war, reduces the capacity of free-trading interests to
limit aggression in foreign policy, and creates a mechanism by which the state can build supportive
coalitions for war.”10 Dorussen (2006) offers another important theoretical refinement, noting that
the opportunity costs of conflict created by different types of trade vary significantly. “Trade is
less likely to have an effect on conflict,” he argues, “if exporters or importers expect only minor
problems with finding alternative markets.” Two factors he points to in raising the opportunity
5
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costs of conflict created by trade are lower factor mobility and higher asset specificity.11 Finally,
the effects of trade interdependence may be contingent on the mediating effects of democracy.12
One strain of research focuses on ways that trade may make conflict less likely through other
mechanisms other than raising the opportunity costs of war. Solingen (1998), for example, argues that trade allows domestic actors to build cross-national coalitions that both promote greater
interdependence and cause convergent transformations in state preferences.13 Along related lines,
Papayoanou (1999) argues that economic relations create strong domestic-level interests that delimit
a leader’s ability to credibly counter external threats or challenges.14 Building on these arguments,
several scholars have constructed what is sometimes known as the “commercial peace” or “capitalist peace” view of the relationship between economics and war. They argue that interdependence
mollifies the effects of states’ security dilemmas by creating common interests and reducing uncertainty. While the bulk of the work on interdependence and conflict focuses on trade,15 other forms
of transnational economic relations are also crucial. Gartzke et al. (2001) argue that, along with
trade, interstate monetary policy cooperation and capital flows reduce the likelihood of conflict
by allowing states in crisis situations to send costly signals without needing to resort to violence
or crisis escalation that may precipitate violence.16 Building on this, Gartzke (2007) argues that
interdependence—defined as including trade, development, open financial markets and monetary
policy coordination—reduces conflict by (1) aligning states’ interests, which gives them less to fight
over; (2) providing a means of peacefully securing resources; and (3) allowing states to foresee the
11
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costs of fighting, which facilitates bargaining and compromise.17
A significant group of scholars, however, have posed important criticisms of interdependence
theory. At a theoretical level, several scholars have argued that interdependence and conflict are
unrelated. Even if economic factors matter, they argue, decisions to initiate conflict are primarily
based on security and military concerns.18 Morrow (1999) provides two arguments against the
causal connection between trade and conflict. First, he notes that if trade reduces the likelihood of
aggressive behavior by one state, this would strategically have the effect of increasing the likelihood
of aggressiveness by another state, thus nullifying the effect of interdependence in inhibiting conflict.
Second, Morrow argues that firms in a given state should rationally anticipate when conflict with
other states is more likely and strategically reduce their trade with firms in those states.19 As a
result, trade may be endogenous to conflict or the direction of causality may be the reverse of that
theorized by commercial liberals.20 Keshk et al. (2004) investigate the problem of reverse casuality,
finding evidence that it is more likely that conflict affects trade than vice versa.21 Similarly, Ward et
al. (2007) argue that prior statistical findings are the result of geographical proximity, dependence
among militarized disputes with the same initiator or target, and higher-order dependencies in
dyadic data. Accounting for these, they find no relationship between trade levels and conflict.22
Going a step further, some work has suggested that trade increases, rather than decreases, the
likelihood of conflict, a result that would support the Marxist view that capitalism leads to conflict,
as well as some socialist perspectives and other liberal critics. Generally speaking, capitalism and
17
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economic development may generate demands for imperialistic territorial conquest. As commerce
grows, states compete over scarce resources and may use military means to obtain them. States may
also use trade and military force together in order to maintain their colonial holdings. Economic ties
may create rivalries as partners become more concerned with dividing the gains from the trade than
with mutual gains.23 Several political scientists have built on these arguments, noting that trade
may increase conflict by creating competition over relative gains.24 There is also some empirical
support for this proposition, although it is controversial. Using a measure of trade salience, Barbieri
(1996) finds statistical support for this proposition for the period 1870-1938.25

3

World War I as a Test of Liberal Theory

The causes of the First World War have long been an important topic of debate and conjecture
among students of international politics.26 The case appears particularly problematic for those
claiming that interdependence reduces the likelihood of war. In the four decades prior to the Great
War, Europe experienced a dramatic increase in the levels of interdependence, especially among
several of the major powers. Liberal theory, therefore, would appear to predict a low probability
23
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of war among interdependent European states, and a low probability that wars would spread to
countries with globalized economies. That interdependent states engaged in a war of unprecedented
intensity thus bolsters the view that interdependence is not an important determinant of conflict.27
Several scholars have attempted to defend or explain away the onset of war in 1914 in light of
the apparent contradiction with liberal theory. Oneal and Russett (2001) argue that the effects of
interdependence are conditional on democracy. Thus, these effects did not function in the lead-up
to the war because Germany, a key player in the crisis, was not sufficiently democratic. They also
argue that, although economic interdependence was much greater during this period than in prior
eras, it was nonetheless not sufficiently deep as to prevent a major conflict, a point Rosecrance
(1986) also makes. Rosecrance, repeating an argument posed by Angell, claims in addition that
European leaders misperceived both the value of interdependence and the costs of a potential war.28
McDonald and Sweeney (2007) provide a detailed analysis delineating the relationship between
interdependence and the outbreak of World War I. They argue that most theories of commercial
liberalism incorrectly focus on levels of trade flows rather than on levels of trade protection. They
find that during the period 1865 to 1914, lower levels of trade protection were associated with
a reduced propensity toward conflict, showing that interdependence (following their definition)
was associated with peace during this era. In addition, they note that economic conflict between
Germany and Russia, in the form of rising tariff rates, preceded the outbreak of war. “Rather
than ask why higher levels of interdependence or international trade failed to prevent the war, we
explore how government regulation of the economy enabled it. Together these analyses challenge
conventional wisdom by showing how this earlier era of globalization does not undermine the
foundations of Liberal IR theory. Free trade promoted peace between states during the nineteenth
century.”29
In this paper, we build on McDonald and Sweeney (2007) in asking to what extent the outbreak
27
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of World War I can be viewed as a failure of interdependence. We differ in how we define interdependence, adopting the more conventional association between trade flows and conflict, rather
than examining protectionist measures, which strike us as closely associated with the very forces
propelling states to war. We also differ from McDonald and Sweeney in our focus on the competing interconnectedness of alliance ties and their role in overcoming the pacifying effect of national
economic interest that deterred conflict among interdependent states prior to World War I.
On the surface, it would seem clear that interdependence failed to function as predicted by
liberal theory at the advent of the First World War. Yet there are flaws in the connections drawn by
both critics and advocates of liberal theory that make the conclusion that World War I challenges
liberal theory empirically suspect. Existing uses of World War I to falsify the pacific effects of
interdependence are flawed in three ways. First, the fact that war occurred between interdependent
states in one important case only demonstrates that interdependence is not sufficient by itself to
guarantee interstate peace; interdependence could still reduce the overall likelihood of war. Second,
focusing on the outbreak of World War I to test this theory is problematic because it is a case
chosen based on the dependent variable, the outbreak of war. War may be made very unlikely and
nonetheless occur. If we are to look back afterward and conclude that the likelihood of war was
not much affected by mitigating factors, then we are committing the classic post hoc ergo propter
hoc fallacy. We can gain greater explanatory power by examining the variance in this dependent
variable over the relevant period. Third, the conventional wisdom – that Europe was interdependent
but nonetheless went to war – overlooks crucial variance in the independent variable. Europe in
1914 was not uniformly interdependent, but consisted of several highly interdependent powers,
other powers that were significantly less reliant on economic relations with their neighbors, and
still other states that were minimally integrated into this system. We discuss all three issues below.
First, while a probabilistic theory cannot be disproved with a single case, a reasonable observer
might counter that some cases are particularly worth explaining. Liberal theory is deeply flawed if
it cannot account for a contest as catastrophic as World War I. We agree completely. Treating a
war in which over 10 million people died as an outlying case in which a probabilistic relationship
failed would be intellectually unsatisfactory and misleading. World War I was not just a blip.
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The second flaw with using 1914 to test theories of interdependence, however, is more consequential. While many have argued that in neither qualitative nor quantitative research is it appropriate
to choose cases based on the dependent variable,30 others argue that doing so is valid when one is
particularly interested in explaining a specific case or outcome.31 We take no issue with the study
of World War I as a unique historical phenomenon or with including interdependence as a possible
explanatory variable when attempting to explain what did or did not contribute to its outbreak.
Instead, our concern is that scholars have made erroneous inferences in using the Great War to
falsify liberal theory more generally. Doing so uses the July 1914 crisis as a “hypothesis testing”
case, which is among the most difficult and controversial types of case study.32 It is one thing to
study a case in order to understand what led to a particular outcome in that case; it is a wholly
different undertaking to use the case to test a hypothesis meant to represent general tendencies
of a variable across a great many cases. While King, Keohane and Verba (1994) doubt that valid
inference can be drawn from testing a hypothesis with a single case, others argue that doing so is
valid for crucial or critical cases, often referred to as most likely and least likely cases.33
Conducting a hypothesis-testing case study of a probabilistic theory based on a most/least
likely logic requires analysts to define their case based on the independent variable rather than the
dependent variable. As George and Bennett argue, “In a most likely case, the independent variables
posited by a theory are at values that posit an outcome or posit an extreme outcome” (emphasis
added).34 What makes the outbreak of World War I relevant to theories of interdependence is not
just that it was a war, but that is was a war that involved several powers that were formerly highly
interdependent. Thus, in order to use this case to test the hypothesis that interdependence reduces
30
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the probability of conflict, we must define it in terms of an era of high European interdependence and
study conflict behavior in the period and region as a whole. As Stevenson argues, “to concentrate
exclusively on the events of 1914 provides too narrow a basis for understanding early-twentieth
century crisis behavior. We need to study the confrontations that did not end in fighting as well as
the ones that did.”35 Put another way, when defining a case analysts must ask themselves: “What
is this a case of?”36 We argue that an answer of: “This is a case of war” may allow us to understand
the causes of that war, or possibly the causes of war in general. Yet only by defining the case as
“a case of high interdependence and war” can we understand whether this factor makes war less
likely. To do otherwise, to test this hypothesis by defining the case as the outbreak of war in July
1914, is to commit a fallacy as significant in turn as it would be dismiss the war as an “outlier.”
Defining the case in this way brings us to the third flaw in the conventional wisdom: the
role of the explanatory variable. The notion that World War I represents a crucial failure of
interdependence seems to rely on the view that it is a most likely case for testing the hypothesis.
World War I, as we noted above, is often cited as evidence against commercial liberalism. On its
face, the case involves a period of significant and increasing interdependence followed by a war
and thus presents a problem for those who argue that interdependence promotes peace. If instead
even this case offers some support for liberal claims, then this is powerful evidence in favor of the
liberal perspective. Yet treating 1914 alone as a most likely case in the traditional sense overlooks
several historical facts that are inconsistent with framing the case in this way. First, not all of
Europe was economically interdependent during the pre-World-War-I period; indeed, this factor
varied in crucial ways across both space and time. Beckett explains this difference as follows:
“[t]he rapid pace of change wrought by industrialisation in western Europe sharpened the contrast
with most of the states of central, southern and eastern Europe. These remained in effect peasant
societies.”37 Second, the war did not begin among the most interdependent states in Europe but
instead among their less interdependent allies. A more clear-cut most likely case to test liberal
theory would have a been a war that began between Germany and Russia or France. Certainly,
35
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Austria-Hungary and Serbia were supported and possibly encouraged by their allies, but the fact
remains that, despite rising tensions in the West, the war began on the banks of the Danube, not
the Rhine. Interdependence may have played a more important and nuanced role than is widely
recognized, as exhibited by the pattern of initiation, joining and non-joining by European states.
Our research design is intended to provide a more comprehensive test of the question of whether
the outbreak of World War I constitutes a failure of interdependence. In order to answer this question in a manner that overcomes the shortcomings outlined above, we address two sub-questions.
First, is there historical evidence that interdependence made the war less likely than it would have
been otherwise? Second, if so, why did war break out in 1914 despite these effects? We begin by
analyzing crisis behavior in Europe in the era prior to World War I. This allows us to observe multiple cases of crises that vary both along the dependent variable of crisis outcome (e.g., escalation or
de-escalation) and the key independent variable of interdependence. While it is possible to define
any previous point in history as beginning the lead-up to the war, many historians begin their
study of the war’s origins in 1871, following Germany’s victory in the Franco-Prussian War. As we
demonstrate, crises among the highly interdependent powers, most importantly Britain, France,
Germany and Russia, were generally resolved peacefully during this era, despite important differences among these powers. By contrast, crises among the less interdependent powers of Europe in
this period often led to war.
We continue our analysis by examining the July 1914 crisis. We do so for two reasons. First,
as mentioned above, regardless of the methodological arguments one might make to the contrary,
it is important to understand why interdependence failed to prevent a wider war in 1914. Second,
deviant case analyses can be useful for the refinement and extension of hypotheses.38 By examining
July 1914 within the broader context, we hope to provoke a refinement or extension of liberal theory.
While our research design has several advantages, it also has limitations. These limitations are
not unique to our study, but are characteristic of any attempt to draw inferences in small samples.
We cannot conclusively demonstrate that interdependence “worked” in 1914, but rather that the
38
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widely accepted view that interdependence failed to promote peace is poorly supported by evidence
and inference.39 In an ideal world, we could go further and “process trace” our argument, providing
detailed narratives showing that de-escalation among interdependent states in crisis resulted (at
least in part) from concern among key decision makers over jeopardizing economic relations. Beyond
the fact that we lack space to conduct such analyses here, it is not clear that evidence of this type
would be forthcoming. A lack of discussions about trade, for example, could be interpreted as
proof that leaders were unaffected by economic considerations. However, the leaders that are most
affected by economic ties may refrain from entering crises altogether, making assessments of their
(non)actions far from transparent. Few would find it surprising if leaders of less interdependent
states that escalated to war failed to include in their reasons for fighting their lack of economic
interdependence, but leaders that fail to fight for economic reasons may end up attributing their
timidity to discretion or diplomacy. Leaders may also adopt measures that mitigate the effects of
interdependence, such as tight alliance ties. In short, the absence of evidence cannot be interpreted
as evidence of absence. The conventional narrative on economic interdependence and World War
I relies on observable behavior (i.e. there was a war, thus economic factors failed to deter war) to
judge the inefficacy of economic interdependence, so we also focus on such behavior to support our
argument, at least initially.
One thing we can demonstrate is that a correlation exists between interdependence levels and
conflict in Europe during this era.40 The correlation is important for two reasons. First, the
relationship casts prima facie doubt on the view of 1914 as an adequate “most likely” test of
commercial liberalism. If it is truly a most likely case with which to test the theory, appropriately
defined in terms of the independent variable, then a finding that crises among interdependent states
during this era tended to result in conflict would provide strong evidence against liberal theory. If
they did not, however, then this would suggest that the use of World War I to falsify commercial
liberalism is myopic and that the role of interdependence in the origins of the war deserves greater
39
Liberal theory does not argue that non-interdependence is a cause of war (i.e. increasing the likelihood of conflict),
but rather that interdependence is a cause of peace, reducing motivations to fight below what they might be otherwise.
40
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attention. Second, the correlation is useful for counterfactual analysis.41 By identifying the most
salient sources of tension during the era, it is possible to predict ex ante where war would have
been most expected if interdependence and war are unrelated. By then comparing crisis behavior
in response to such tensions among highly and weakly interdependent groups of states, we can use
the groups as counterfactuals for the other.

4

Interdependence in Pre-World War I Europe

We define economic interdependence broadly, as consisting of both trade flows and capital flows.
States we refer to as highly economically interdependent are those with economies that relied
relatively highly on international trade and the exchange of capital. Groups of interdependent
states are those connected by dense trade and capital flows, while less interdependent states and
groups are in relative terms closer to autarky. While data are not available for every state we
address in each year, we possess enough information to develop key conclusions regarding categories
of states, their relative levels of interdependence, and the effects of economic linkages on conflict in
this period.
It is possible to think of Europe during this era as consisting of two distinct economic subsystems.
The first is a highly interdependent group consisting mostly of Western powers, most importantly
Germany, France and the United Kingdom, but also Russia. The second subsystem is a significantly
less interdependent group of Eastern European states, including the Ottoman Empire, its successor
states and again Russia. Scholars generally agree that between 1871 and the beginning of World War
I many European powers became increasingly economically interdependent, particularly in terms of
increased trade and capital mobility. The highly interdependent states in Europe were mostly in the
West, including France, Britain, Germany, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Other
powers, such as Italy, Austria-Hungary and Russia were significantly less developed economically
and less integrated into the global economy, although Russia was heavily dependent in economic
terms on the Western powers. The least economically integrated and developed of the European
41
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powers at the time were the Ottoman Empire and its various successor states, as well as the Iberian
states. The key Western powers of Britain, France and Germany constituted a highly economically
interdependent group to which Russia was also attached. Austria-Hungary was connected to this
group, largely via its economic relations with Germany, but its economic ties to other Western
nations were far less significant. By contrast, no such economically interdependent group existed
in the East. The key Eastern powers – Russia, Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman Empire and its
successor states – conducted relatively little of their economic relations with each other.42
We use the trade levels of the key powers during this era to illustrate our separation of Europe
into two subsystems. As the discussion above suggests, several dimensions of monadic economic
development and dyadic economic relations are argued to reduce the risk of conflict. Perhaps the
most analyzed of these dimensions is trade. In the pre-World War I period, trade levels increased
dramatically in many countries, yet a handful of countries dominated the global trading system. As
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate using data from the Correlates of War Project,43 the United Kingdom,
Germany and France were the key trade powers in Europe at the time. In a second tier were Italy,
Russia and Austria-Hungary, all with trade levels of over a billion 2008 U.S. Dollars by the outbreak
of the war. The Ottoman Empire and the Balkan states, however, traded relatively little.
Similar trends can be observed in the levels of dyadic trade dependence during this era. Scholars
have debated whether dependence should be measured as dyadic trade relative to income or dyadic
trade relative to total trade.44 We need not weigh in on this debate, however, as GDP data are
42
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Figure 1: Trade Levels in Western Europe 1870-1913
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Figure 2: Trade Levels in Eastern Europe 1870-1913

Dependenceijt =

xijt + mijt
,
T otalT radeit

(1)

where xijt represents the total exports from country i to country j in year t; mijt represents the
total imports to country i from j in year t; and T otalT radeit is the trade of country i in year t.
Table 1 provides the dyadic levels of trade dependence among the key states in 1913. It should
be noted that there are missing observations in the COW data set for this period, so we are not able
to calculate trade dependence for all of the relevant dyads.46 A few patterns are evident in these
data. First, the largest dyadic trade relationships by sheer volume generally involve trade within
46
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Western Europe, between the West and Russia, and between Germany and Austria-Hungary. The
dyadic data show that these powers were also highly trade interdependent. By 1913, for example,
Russia depended on Germany for 45% of its trade, while Germany conducted 13% of its trade
with Russia.47 The extent of economic interdependence between Germany and Russia was a key
factor in shaping their crisis bargaining incentives, as we explain in greater detail below. Among
the four Western powers and Russia, the average trade flow in 1913 was 290 million 2008 USD,
while the average dyadic trade dependence was 10.3%. Put another way, this group of states
was highly interdependent. By contrast, the volume of trade flows between the Eastern powers
remained minor throughout this era, reaching an average in 1913 of 17 million 2008 USD. Most
of the dyads in the East were much less trade dependent on each other, the few exceptions being
countries that conducted significant portions of their trade with Austria-Hungary. The average
dyadic trade dependence among the Eastern powers was only 5% in 1913, most of which results
from Ottoman and Bulgarian dependence on Austria-Hungary. Although we cannot calculate the
trade dependence between Austria-Hungary and Serbia using these data, the consequences of the
Pig War, discussed in greater detail below, suggest that trade was low between them by this period.

5

European Crises 1871-1913

Wars often appear inevitable in retrospect, but few wars seemed more unlikely to contemporaries
in the preceeding years than World War I. Journalists at the time, and historians in later periods,
emphasize that Europe, or at least the West, had largely discounted the danger of a major conflagration by the summer of 1914. Why should this be so? Certainly, European history did not
suggest that peace was inevitable, or even particularly durable. Warfare had been such a regular
feature of European politics that it is hard to escape the conviction that war was overdue. One
reason for optimism in the West about the durability of peace was that stability had been tested
several times and found to be robust. A series of crises involving Germany, France, Britain and
Russia had appeared to take Europe to the brink of war, but each crisis had abated as the mutual
47
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Table 1: Dyadic Trade Dependence in 1913
Country A
Bulgaria
Italy
France
United Kingdom
Bulgaria
Germany
Austria-Hungary
Russia
Italy
France
France
Austria-Hungary
Germany
Austria-Hungary
Italy
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
Austria-Hungary
France
France
United Kingdom
Germany
United Kingdom
France
United Kingdom
Germany
United Kingdom
Germany

Country B
Ottoman Empire
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Russia
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Ottoman Empire
Ottoman Empire
Austria-Hungary
Ottoman Empire
Ottoman Empire
Ottoman Empire
Russia
Russia
Austria-Hungary
Ottoman Empire
Italy
Italy
Russia
Italy
Italy
Russia
Germany
France
Austria-Hungary
Germany
Russia

Total Dyadic Trade
1.98
1.98
3.37
4.67
6.05
10.15
12.93
27.62
28.94
31.96
34.14
37.14
40.89
51.45
53.68
57.92
60.85
92.35
100.28
117.42
148.7
191.83
276.28
344.71
416.4
458.5
583.31
670.34

Dependence A-B
2.78403
0.16915
0.11408
0.08
8.50675
0.20499
1.04397
1.87299
2.47238
1.08194
1.15574
2.99869
0.82582
4.15408
4.58596
0.99221
1.04241
7.45636
3.39478
3.97502
2.54734
3.87423
4.73288
11.66946
7.13324
9.25993
9.99253
13.53828

Dependence B-A
0.69814
2.78403
4.73847
6.56637
0.41027
14.27165
18.18054
9.73873
10.20415
2.58046
12.03766
13.09545
14.41769
3.48896
3.64019
4.67647
21.45552
7.88959
8.56706
7.96257
12.70365
16.3883
18.73529
6.96181
14.09638
37.01939
11.78061
45.45757

benefits of existing commercial relations asserted themselves. The general view was that diplomacy,
civilization, or mutual interest made it clear to affected leaders that war was not in their interest.
In part for these reasons, few conflicts have received more careful attention from historians and
students of international affairs than the First World War. So much has been said and written
about the Great War that key aspects are substantially understood. The lasting interest in World
War I clearly stems in part from its size. But this “war to end all wars” only grew by increments,
after the perennial, if much smaller, conflict in the Balkans had already established itself. Yet, it
is still important to remember that the Great War did begin in the Balkans. If one wants to know
why World War I became so large, then it is reasonable to explore joining by the major European
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powers. If instead one wants to know how and why World War I began, as a war, then it makes
more sense to focus on Serbia and Austria-Hungary. The point is precisely that war in the Balkans
was no surprise and requires no special explanation. In the same era that disputes tended to be
peacefully resolved in the West, conflict on the edges of Europe tended to flare up repeatedly. But
the rest of Europe had managed to keep these contests localized. The expansion of a Balkan war
is what citizens in the West had discounted, and when the expansion came, it came as a surprise.

5.1

The Highly Interdependent Subsystem

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in Europe were marked by considerable tensions
and a number of crises, including crises both between states that were highly economically interdependent and between those that were minimally so. Three major sources of tension were at the
root of these crises, and each was exacerbated by changes in the balance of power. The first source
of tension was Germany’s occupation of Lorraine and (to a lesser degree) Alsace, both captured
from France during the Franco-Prussian War. To many in France, relations with the Reich could
not be normal so long as these territories remained in German hands. A second source of tension
involved the competing colonial ambitions of the major powers. Few territories were left to conquer,
even as Germany increased its drive for colonial expansion after unification. Finally, after decades
of decline, the Ottoman Empire no longer possessed the strength to maintain dominance over its
European possessions. This, and the accompanying rise of Balkan nationalism, threatened not only
Turkey’s interests but also those of the other powers in the region, especially Austria-Hungary and
Russia.
Changes in the balance of power, and the competing ambitions associated with them, led to
frequent clashes among European states, but these disputes generally did not escalate to war when
conflicts involved states that were economically interdependent. To begin with, despite the bitter
rivalry between Germany and France, the two powers remained at peace for over forty years after
the Treaty of Frankfurt. What makes the era so remarkable is that both nations spent these decades
girded for war, having created specific plans for invading each other – Germany the Schlieffen Plan
and France Plan XVII, diluted versions of which were eventually executed in August of 1914.
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Significantly, the competition for colonies among the European powers led to a series of crises.
It should be noted that it was the interdependent Western powers that featured most prominently
in the struggle for colonial empire. Yet, none of these crises resulted in a European war. Britain and
France, long-time rivals both on the Continent and in terms of their global possessions, experienced
two near-war crises during this era. In 1893, France sent gunboats to Bangkok to demand that
Siam cede a large portion of its territory (most of which later became Laos). Siam, a British client
state, requested support from London. Rather than backing its protégé against its chief historical
adversary, the British prevailed on the Siamese to cede the disputed region to the French. In return,
France promised to make no future demands for additional territory in the region, relieving the
danger of future disputes among the interdependent European powers at the expense of English
prestige and French ambition. Again in 1898 France and Britain nearly went to war, this time
as a result of the Fashoda crisis. A standoff between the two countries was caused by competing
attempts to extend their spheres of influence in East Africa. After several months, the French
withdrew their troops, and the governments agreed on a division of the region among themselves,
ending the last major source of colonial tensions between them.48 In both crises, one of the major
powers backed down or declined to intervene, apparently deciding that war was not worth the cost.
Tensions between Germany and France were also heightened by colonial competition. First, in
1905, the Kaiser visited Tangier and gave a speech promoting Moroccan independence, provoking
the French authorities. France moved troops to the German border while Germany called up its
reservists, but the crisis was resolved through an international conference before it became highly
militarized. The Germans reluctantly backed down in humiliation when only Austria-Hungary supported their position. As David G. Herrmann writes of the crisis, “[t]he Moroccan confrontation,
which hung in the balance for eleven months, marked the beginning of a series of diplomatic trials
of strength that continued until the outbreak of the First World War, each escalating from its
predecessor and helping to drive the European powers into two opposing and increasingly armed
camps.”49 A second serious Moroccan crisis erupted in 1911 when Germany sent the gunboat
48
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Panther to Agadir in response to France’s attempt to take full control of Morocco by advancing 15,000 troops to Fez. Even if the war could be contained, its effects on European commerce
and capital flows could be catastrophic, as many in Europe recognized.50 Again, the European
powers negotiated, and again the Germans backed down. Neither the Kaiser nor German Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg were interested in war over Morocco. Turner writes that three factors
contributed to this decision: (1) the German navy was relatively weak and could not take on the
French, who were supported by the British; (2) neither Austria-Hungary nor Russia had a significant interest in Morocco, allowing the conflict to be settled among the three Western powers;
and (3) “French withdrawal of short-term loans from the Berlin market, led to heavy falls on the
stock exchange and demands from German financiers for a lessening of tension.”51 The latter of
these factors provides a strong indication that the close economic relations between Germany and
France contributed to preventing a conflict. Stevenson writes that “once Wilhelm II had ruled that
war must be avoided, Germany again accepted a diplomatic setback in preference to provoking
hostilities or to bluffing.”52
Disputes between the other interdependent powers were also generally resolved peacefully during
this period. For example, in the Dogger Bank incident during the Russo-Japanese War, the Russian
navy fired on several British fishing boats in the North Sea, mistaking them for Japanese men-ofwar after receiving false reports of a Japanese naval presence in the area. Although, as Remak
argues, “if some sort of apparatus for the measurement of hostility between nations were to exist,
Anglo-Russian relations, in the half century or so before 1904, might receive its highest score,”53
the British chose not to retaliate. This decision is particularly striking given that the British were
formally in alliance with the Japanese (although Britain was not committed to providing support
unless Japan became involved in a conflict with two other powers). Had the British retaliated,
leading to a war with Russia, we can easily imagine many analysts calling such a war “inevitable”
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in retrospect. Similarly, while the British-German rivalry grew in intensity during this period, fueled
partly by Germany’s post-unification ambitions for colonial empire, this rivalry did not result in
war until 1914. On multiple other occasions—most notably the Boer War, in which Germany chose
to remain neutral—disputes that could well have led to a general war were resolved peacefully.
In summary, between the Franco-Prussian War and World War I, four salient major power
rivalries led to frequent disputes that were invariably, and often surprisingly, resolved peacefully:
(1) France and Germany; (2) Britain and France; (3) Britain and Russia; and (4) Britain and
Germany. In addition, it should be noted that the economically interdependent states in the
Benelux and Scandinavia maintained peaceful relations during this era both with each other and
the major powers, unlike in previous eras. Remak sums up relations among these powers as follows:
Germany did restrain her ambition for decades. Britain and France showed that no
matter how ancient their enmities and how present their imperial rivalries, it was perfectly possible to find a formula for accommodation. Germany and France reached no
similar agreement, yet talks between the two never ceased. Strong forces in both countries worked toward reducing tensions, and by 1914, they had reached an understanding
concerning spheres of economic interest. . . . Great Britain and Germany, real though
their naval and colonial rivalries were, similarly continued to explore the possibilities of
a détente. . . .54
Why, then, did these powers, which had motives for war along with detailed plans for fighting,
refrain from doing so for several decades? There were likely many causes of the enduring peace
among these powers. Yet, as many historians have argued, economic relations were a key factor
in maintaining the peace. Taylor notes that: “The decisive cause was, no doubt, economic. The
secret that had made Great Britain great was a secret no longer. Coal and steel offered prosperity
to all Europe and remade European civilization. The dream of Cobden seemed to have come true.
Men were too busy growing rich to have time for war.”55 Arguing against the Marxist hypothesis
that economic interests make war more likely, Ferguson notes that “there is scarcely any evidence
54
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that these interests made businessmen want a major European war.”56 In addition, he points out
that “[i]f there was a war which imperialism should have caused it was the war between Britain
and Russia which failed to break out in the 1870s and 1880s; or the war between Britain and
France which failed to break out in the 1880s or 1890s.”57 Others go further, arguing that business
interests actively opposed war. Remak writes that “divergent national interests in the field of
commerce did not make for armed conflict; in times of crisis, 1914 included, businessmen on all
sides were among the strongest advocates of peace.”58 Likewise, Hamilton argues that ”[i]f business
had been dominant, if ’the bourgeoisie’ had been in power, the war would not have happened.”59
Relations between France and Germany provide a useful illustration. During this era, finance
and manufacturing became highly integrated, levels of trade grew significantly, and unprecedented
amounts of capital flowed across their borders. A key example is the German finance of iron
mining in the French region of Longwy-Briey (a region the Germans later controlled during the war
to their strategic advantage). As Turner notes, “so far from being bitter rivals French and German
capitalists were happy to cooperate.”60 Neither nation was willing to concede key claims against
the other; France wanted its northeastern territories returned, and Germany was tired of being shut
out of colonial expansion. Still, neither would sacrifice mutual economic benefits to pursue these
disputed objectives, at least not through direct confrontation and not as isolated issues. While
interdependence is certainly not the only explanation for the long peace between Germany and
France, it appears to have been a factor in reducing the incentives for conflict between them.
Other factors could have encouraged peace among the integrated (Western) powers during
this era. For example, it could be claimed that the integrated powers had strategic incentives to
capitalize on peace. As beneficiaries of the status quo, perhaps England and France were simply
seeking to perpetuate conditions experienced in the Concert of Europe. Yet, if some Western
nations were also status quo powers, other integrated nations were revisionists. Germany was
unhappy with its limited allocation of colonies, for example, while Russia was distressed with the
56
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treatment of its allies by another status-quo power, Austria-Hungary. Even France and the United
Kingdom had differences in other regions, if not in Europe directly. Indeed, Austria-Hungary
demonstrates that a desire to maintain the conditions that had brought peace in a previous epoch
may well have exacerbated tensions in the decades before World War I. It remains the case that the
integrated powers of Europe responded differently to the important tensions that did arise, while
less integrated powers in the same region reacted with force. The strategic argument thus begs the
question of why the highly integrated powers exhibited a preference for peace, regardless of their
status quo or revisionist preferences, while the less interdependent powers, as shown below, did
not. Maintaining the view that strategic preferences accounted for peace before 1914 also requires
explaining why these preferences changed in 1914. Indeed, any theory of the pre-war peace must
account for the changes that resulted in war in 1914. In Section 6, we explain what was different
in 1914 in a manner that is both consistent with the pacific effects of economic relations, but also
suggests that the relationship between commerce and conflict is more nuanced than many theories
suggest.

5.2

The Weakly Interdependent Subsystem

As the interdependent powers set a pattern of peace, other European states often escalated their
disputes to war, particularly in the Balkans. The underlying reason for the tension in the Balkans
during this era was the rapid decline of the Ottoman Empire, which, accompanied by the rise of
nationalism in the region, led many Balkan nations to seek independence. In addition to Turkey’s
interest in maintaining its European possessions, Russia and Austria-Hungary also had key strategic
interests in the region. Russia generally supported the rise of Balkan nationalism because (1) Russia
had a long-time rivalry with Turkey and ambitions for access to the Mediterranean; and (2) panSlavism was increasingly influential in Moscow. The multi-national Austria-Hungary, however, was
threatened by rising Balkan nationalism, and faced a security dilemma especially with respect to
Serbia.61 As Farrar writes: “what would preserve Austria-Hungary as a great power would provoke
61
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Serbian nationalism, and what would satisfy Serbian nationalism would threaten Austria-Hungary
as a great power. Thus coexistence seemed virtually impossible and conflict almost inevitable.”62
Again, however, what appears inevitable in retrospect may have been less so in actual practice.
If there was much to impel conflict in the Balkans, there was also a considerable basis for clashes
among the Western powers, as we have already discussed. There were strong motives for war both in
the West and in the Balkans; what seems most distinct about the Balkans was the general absence
of a positive motive for peace. Lacking the commercial incentives to cooperate that saturated
relations in the West, Eastern nations were prone to see the strategic calculus as zero-sum.
Other countries participated in driving or mediating festering Balkan disputes, a process that
increasingly enmeshed the foreign policies of European powers with their Balkan protégés. Nations
outside the region began to “tie their hands” with alliance commitments in order to bolster the
leverage of Balkan partners. Ironically, the great German statesman Bismarck made it clear that
Germany’s interests in the region were decidedly limited: “For us, Balkan questions can never be
a motive for war.”63 Similarly, Bismarck famously stated that conflicts in the Balkans were not
“worth the bones of a single Pomeranian grenadier.”64 Yet, the reputations of foreign powers seemed
increasingly to be tied to their actions in the region, even as discretion over wider European foreign
policy was increasingly handed over to local officials through tightening alliance commitments.
Several conflicts in the late-nineteenth century exhibited the tendency of crises to escalate to
warfare in the region. Early conflicts included the Serbian and Montenegrin war of independence
against Turkey in 1876, the Russo-Turkish War in 1878, the Serbo-Bulgarian War in 1885 and the
Greco-Turkish War in 1897. In the direct lead-up to World War I, the first crises of note were the
Pig War between Serbia and Austria-Hungary, followed by the Bosnian annexation crisis. After
Serbia, seeking to reduce its dependence on Austria-Hungary, increased French imports and created
a customs union with Bulgaria, Austria-Hungary responded in 1906 by refusing to import Serbian
livestock. Serbia found markets elsewhere, consequentially dramatically reducing Austro-Serbian
62
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trade,65 which, in turn, meant that trade was unlikely to prevent war between the two states.
The Pig War also led to Austria-Hungary’s decision in 1908 to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina,
both of which it had administered under the 1878 Treaty of Berlin. Serbia had sought to use Bosnia
and Herzegovina as an outlet to the Adriatic in large part to overcome the Austro-Hungarian
blockade of Serbian goods. Austrian annexation understandably threatened both Russia, which
would have preferred that the territories remain independent, and Serbia, which preferred them to
be Serbian. Russia, still recovering from its war with Japan, was in no position to fight.66 Russian
officials actually took the extraordinary step of informing the Austrians of their intention not to
intervene even if Austria-Hungary occupied Belgrade.67 Germany notified Russia that it would
declare war on Russia and France in the event of Russian mobilization. As a result, Russia backed
down, forcing Serbia to withdraw its protest of the annexation. Mombauer writes that “[g]iven the
fact that Germany gave unconditional support for Austria-Hungary over this Balkan matter, it was
primarily Russia’s mediating influence on Serbia that prevented war on this occasion.”68
The Bosnian crisis is notable for at least three reasons. First, Russia suffered a significant
humiliation by backing down, both in the eyes of the major powers and with respect to Serbia, which
began to doubt Russia’s support for its ambitions.69 Second, this crisis, like that of Morocco in 1905,
indicated to participants that the side showing greater resolve got its way.70 With the expansion
of commerce beginning in the late 1800s, European powers were faced with larger variation in
losses associated with war. As we discuss in greater detail below, the strategic game between the
integrated powers became increasingly like Chicken rather than the more traditional Prisoners’
Dilemma, ironically increasing incentives for participants to emphasize commitment strategies.
Indeed, Germany could reasonably draw the conclusion that, if it committed to war, Russia was
likely to back down, and conflict would be averted. Third, the crisis is an example of conflict
65
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between the Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente being courted by Austria-Hungary, rather than
by Germany. As Lafore argues, the Dual Alliance tied Germany “to a state whose future involved
securities of a very different kind from Germany’s.”71 This point is crucial as it demonstrates that
Germany’s foreign policy was becoming increasingly tied to that of Austria-Hungary.72
The immediate consequence of rising tensions in the Balkans was a pair of regional wars fought
in 1912 and 1913. In 1912, a coalition made up of Greece, Serbia, Montenegro and Bulgaria declared
war on Turkey, seeking to drive the Turks completely out of Europe. Many in Europe predicted the
conflict would spread to the rest of the continent, especially because Austria-Hungary was expected
to intervene in order to repel the Serbians from the Sanjak of Novibazar, a region it had previously
administered under the Treaty of Berlin and which Serbia captured from the Ottomans during the
fighting. Similarly, Russia was expected not to back down, as it had earlier in the Bosnian crisis.
It seemed improbable that Austria-Hungary, which had been willing to precipitate a
major crisis for the minor and gratuitous purpose of annexing Bosnia, should not hold
back in the face of the loss of positions always described as vital; or that Russia,
which would almost surely have been willing to fight in 1908 had its armies been strong
enough, and had told the Serbs in that year that in eighteen months they would be fully
prepared, would now abstain from the defense of interests always previously described
as vital.”73
A general war was again averted, this time because Germany declined to support AustriaHungary’s ambitions and because Russia eventually also backed down. At first, Russia mobilized
forces along its Western frontier (although Russia claimed this was unrelated to the war). In
Germany, however, the leadership, apparently maintaining Bismarck’s disinterest in the Balkans,
decided not to support Austria-Hungary. Once the Germans made their decision, the Russians also
withdrew, perhaps in part because Germany’s abandonment of Austria-Hungary allowed Russia to
71
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back down while still saving face. Thus, despite an interest in avoiding further humiliation, the
Russians told the French that “even if Austria should attack Serbia, Russia will not fight.”74
A similar crisis arose in 1913 when the winners of the First Balkan War fought over the spoils
captured in the previous conflict. Specifically, Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria each fought for a
greater share of Macedonia, with the war later expanding to include Montenegro, Romania and
the Ottoman Empire. Austria-Hungary, threatened again by the specter of Slavic nationalism,
reacted slowly to unfolding events, but eventually mobilized troops along the Serb and Russian
borders. Once again, the conflict was prevented from spreading through the diplomacy of the
interdependent states. Joll argues that Britain was successful in negotiating the end of the conflict
and the independence of Albania because, “to the annoyance of the Austrians, the Germans decided
that they would not put their whole weight behind the Austrian efforts to limit Serbia’s gains.”75
The two Balkan Wars are significant for several reasons relevant to the outbreak of war in
1914. First, building on the earlier conflicts in the region, they showed that Balkan disputes were
generally settled by fighting, a pattern far different from that of the interdependent powers. Indeed,
the interdependent powers were often critical in mediating disputes and in helping to terminate
recurrent regional wars. Second, the cycle of Balkan conflicts showed the potential for small, lessinterdependent states to exploit security relationships with more interdependent allies. Obviously,
alliances pose the risk that a state may be entrapped into war.76 In the Balkans, Serbia, Bulgaria
and others arguably used to their advantage the rivalry between Austria-Hungary and Russia, as
well as the desire of Germany, Britain and France to avoid a major war.77 As Remak argues,
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“under the alliance system, as it then stood, minor powers were in a position to make very major
decisions.”78 Third, the crises showed that Germany and Russia were the pivotal states in the
alliance system; their decisions on whether or not to support their smaller allies were the key to
limiting or expanding the size of wars.79 Joll notes that “the Balkan quarrels had not escalated
into a European war because the Germans were not prepared to give their ally a free hand against
Serbia.”80 But, equally, the crises did not escalate because the Russians also appeared willing
to back down in certain situations. Fourth, the Balkan Wars continued a trend of increasingly
militarized conflicts in which the more militarized side was regularly the winner. This encouraged
leaders on all sides to use brinkmanship tactics and to adopt commitment mechanisms, such as
ever tighter alliance ties, in the hope that their opponents would be the ones to back down.81
Taken together, these effects of the Balkan Wars created increasing incentives for the great
powers to solidify their alliance relationships in the region. The European alliance system was
arguably created by the great powers as a deterrent to reduce the likelihood of war. This was the
case beginning with the Bismarckian system created in the 1870s and 1880s, designed to protect
the newly unified Germany from its neighbors, but also with the Triple Alliance and Triple Entente,
designed in part to deter each other. The dilemma facing the great powers in the early twentieth
century was how to effectively signal their resolve to fight in order to deter the other side. In several
crises, leaders used the sunk cost method to send a costly signal by mobilizing troops. Leaders also
signaled resolve by creating domestic audience costs by making hawkish statements in the midst of
crises, resulting in humiliating consequences when the loser was eventually forced to back down.82
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Winning at the Chicken game involves commitment. To increase their resolve, great powers
such as Germany and Russia were increasingly forced to limit their options in crisis situations.83
As Schelling explains, decision makers in a crisis can improve expected payoffs by constraining
their ability to act with discretion.84 German and Russian leaders tied their hands in two ways
during this era. First, they increasingly ceded decision making authority to the military by putting
in place processes that, once an initial decision was made to begin hostilities, made it costly for
civilian leaders to back down. As a result, Joll writes, “the general staffs were taking decisions
which often committed them to irreversible military actions if war threatened: and consequently
in a crisis the freedom of action of the civilian ministers was often more circumscribed than they
themselves realized.”85 The second way in which German and Russian leaders limited their options
was by tightening alliance commitments. For example, after failing to support its ally in the Second
Balkan War, Meyer argues that German policy was that “[n]ever again must Vienna have reason
to doubt the value of its alliance with Germany.”86 The effect of tightening alliances, however, was
that of chain-ganging. Tighter alliance commitments allowed the weaker partner to draw on the
power of the stronger partner in crisis bargaining, thereby increasing the prospects for diplomatic
success.
However, this leverage also increased the hazard that a great power would be drawn into a
larger dispute. Maurer notes, for example, that “[i]t was clear to Russian decision makers that a
confrontation with Austria-Hungary entailed running the high risk of conflict with Germany.”87 In
an effort to increase the leverage of their allies, the foreign policies of the interdependent powers
were gradually being signed over to allies in the Balkans, which lacked both economic ties and
interests in maintaining a wider peace in Europe. The result of this “chain ganging” of the foreign
policies of Germany and Russia was that their leaders faced an increasingly difficult choice between
honoring alliance commitments or losing credibility in European affairs. The former put in jeopardy
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the trade and capital networks that now fueled their increasingly destructive military machines,
while the latter threatened to nullify their ability to achieve gains diplomatically, without the need
to use force. Credibility and support for their partners required increasingly binding commitments,
but these in turn created increasingly diametric alternatives for the integrated great powers. Backing down meant suffering increasing reputational costs, while failing to do so required that their
counterparts would suffer a similar fate. Ironically, interdependence actually accentuated this logic,
as the high stakes for a contest and previous experience convinced both sides that their opponents
would be the first to blink. Again and again, Balkan crises failed to spread as either Germany or
Russia chose to back down. This reassured the interdependent powers that the European system
was robust to such crises and that, in future crises, someone (else) would act with greater discretion.
We thus offer three main points about the period between the Franco-Prussian War and World
War I. First, disputes among the highly interdependent powers were generally resolved peacefully in
the pre-World War I era. Second, disputes among the less-interdependent powers generally escalated
to wars, except where the (interdependent) great powers saw it in their interests to intervene to
mediate disputes and prevent them from drawing in other powers. Finally, as a result of a series of
crises, leaders in Germany and Russia, the pivotal states in the alliance system, increasing found the
need to bind their fates, and the fate of Europe, to that of their allies Austria-Hungary and Serbia.
That a general war did not break out before 1914 is, in many ways, attributable to German and
Russian decisions to back down rather than to support regional allies. This in turn led to excessive
confidence that wider war would be averted, in no small part because all involved recognized the
mutual economic benefit of avoiding a wider contest. Strachan summarizes the era aptly:
“These tensions – colonial, navy and coalition – were the underpinnings of the crisis of
July 1914. But none of them in any direct sense related to the Balkans or to AustriaHungary. The war did not begin over another clash between Germany on the one hand
and Britain and France on the other, and, if there had been such a clash, it would –
on past form – have been a prolonged crisis and resolved by negotiation not force of
arms.”88
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6

The 1914 Crisis

In 1912 and 1913 Germany and Russia backed down from war. Why did 1914 end differently? While
the conflict-reducing effects of interdependence may have subsided with growing tensions on the
continent, this in itself is a tacit acknowledgement that interdependence inhibits conflict, at least
for a while. Both Russia and Germany honored their alliance commitments to the point of starting
a general war. As others have argued, German support for Austria-Hungary enabled the latter’s
action against Serbia, and the war would not have spread were it not for Russian intervention.89
Meyer writes that “[a]ny Austrian action against Serbia was sure to be of concern to Russia, and
Vienna alone was not nearly powerful enough to deter the Russians from intervening or to deal
with their enormous army if they did intervene.”90 The question then becomes why Russia and
Germany made these decisions in 1914. Scholars have spent the better part of a century analyzing
the decisions that turned the crisis into a world war. Our aim here is not to conduct such an analysis,
but to interpret the sequence of events in terms of the logic of escalation and crisis bargaining.
Two points are worth making. First, the series of crises leading to the war created incentives
for the key players, Russia and Germany, to appear to be willing to escalate to a wider war, if
necessary, in support of their Balkan allies. This, in turn, increased uncertainty; both German
and Russian officials had reason to suspect that their counterparts might be bluffing. Second,
the pacific effects of interdependence had important consequences for crisis bargaining. Germany
and Russia each attempted to convince the other that it must back down by showing increasing
resolve to support its less-interdependent ally. Austria-Hungary and Serbia had weaker economic
disincentives to go to war, which is precisely what made these tightening alliance commitments
stronger signals of resolve. Indeed, the need to forge ever tighter alliance ties may be explained in
89
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part by the disincentives interdependence posed for both threatening and carrying out major war.
Europe in 1914 thus reveals a nuanced relationship between interdependence and the likelihood
of war. The logic of commercial peace finds significant support in the crisis bargaining witnessed
in Europe leading up to the war. At the same time, economic disincentives for war also led to
military integration designed in part to overcome these very same disincentives. Alliance ties
formed and strengthened between highly and weakly interdependent powers led to decision making
that appeared to overlook economic ties, as weakly interdependent powers were given increasing
influence over the foreign policies of nations that, by themselves, preferred commerce to conflict.
A few aspects of the Chicken game that characterizes the crises leading up to World War I are
worthy of additional attention.91 There are two pure strategy Nash equilibria in a standard twoplayer Chicken game: one in which player A swerves and one in which player B swerves.92 Yet, these
equilibria assume that players are fully informed about what the other will do. The assumption of
full information is inconsistent with the larger logic of brinkmanship and tying hands commitments
through alliances. If the players are uncertain about each other’s intentions, then a more complex
set of outcomes is possible. If, for example, A over-estimates B’s willingness to swerve, then the
worst possible outcome can ensue.93 With incomplete information, equilibria can occur in the
Chicken game in which neither player swerves, as it seems happened with Russia and Germany in
1914.
More generally, the iterated Chicken game played by Russia and Germany leading up to the
war created increased incentives to convince the other to back down by signaling a resolve to
fight. Having learned in previous crises that the other state could be brought to heel, especially
in the face of firm resolve, each state was intent on pushing the other to its limit.94 Austrian
leaders believed that giving Serbia an ultimatum supported by Germany would reduce the risk
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of Russian intervention.95 The Kaiser, in a change in policy from the Balkan Wars, decided to
support Austria-Hungary unconditionally, recognizing that failure to do so risked the destruction
of the alliance.96 As Levy notes, “German decision-makers hoped and expected that an Austrian
fait accompli against Serbia in the immediate aftermath of the royal assassination, backed by
German warnings to Russia, would minimize the likelihood of Russian intervention.”97 German
Foreign Minister Gottlieb von Jagow famously remarked that “the more determined Austria shows
herself, the more energetically we support her, so much the more quiet Russia will remain.”98
Prior to the assassination, Stevenson notes that the Kaiser met with Franz Ferdinand and urged
Austria-Hungary to go to war with Serbia, believing that Russia would stay out of the fight.99
Russian officials, for their part, were convinced that Germany and Austria would relent if
pushed far enough. Russia did not want to appear weak, having already lost the Russo-Japanese
war and in the 1908-09 Bosnian crisis.100 Vigorous Russian support, in turn, strengthened Serbian
resolve.101 As Joll puts it, “[t]he Austrians had believed that vigorous actions against Serbia and a
promise of German support would deter Russia: the Russians had believed that a show of strength
against Austria would both check the Austrians and deter Germany. In both cases the bluff had
been called, and the three countries were faced with the military consequences of their actions.”102
Similarly, Lafore writes that “while the Germans thought Russia must and could be prevented from
interfering, the Russians thought that Austria must be persuaded or threatened into abandoning
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its project. The two notions were precisely incompatible.”103
Russia was the first to significantly mobilize troops. Germany responded by declaring war on
Russia. Historians have debated the reasoning for Germany’s decision for decades, mostly famously
following Fischer’s argument that Germany courted the war and was largely responsible for it.104
We will certainly not settle this complex and enduring debate here, but we can perhaps contribute
two points. First, to the extent Germany appeared to be pushing Austria-Hungary toward war,
our argument suggests that Germany may have done so not because it sought war but because it
sought to convince Russia to back down. Second, once Russia had mobilized, Germany’s options
were perhaps quite limited. If a major power war were to be fought, Germany preferred that
it be fought immediately rather than waiting for the French and Russians to have more time to
mobilize.105 As Meyer points out, “[a]n open-ended postponement of hostilities . . . would have
destroyed Germany’s chances of defeating France before having to fight Russia.”106 Indeed, as
Fearon argues, “part of what made the Russian mobilization in 1914 an informative signal of
Russia’s willingness to fight was that it was under-taken in the knowledge that it would increase
Germany’s incentive to choose preemptive war.”107 Thus, that the Kaiser opted for war in July 1914
may not indicate that Germany had a preference for war (which would be damaging to commercial
liberal theory). Rather, it may indicate that, Germany opted for a war that, given the series of
events that preceded the decision and limited its options, seemed the best possible option.
To be clear, it was far from inevitable that both Germany and Russia would back their allies
in 1914. It was entirely possible that at least one patron would back down again, as had hap103
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pened previously. Yet, each succeeding crisis increased the incentive for Germany and Russia to
heighten their commitments, adding to the cost of backing down and increasing the danger of war.
Interdependence could have reduced the likelihood of a major contest. Arguably it did, which paradoxically caused the interdependent powers to seek more credible ways to backstop the demands
of their Balkan allies. Less interdependent than their patrons, Austria-Hungary and Serbia had
weaker disincentives for going to war. Given rising attachment to globalization, adding credibility
to Russia and Germany’s claims required delegating significant decision-making authority to Serbia
and Austria. As a result of these incentives, the highly interdependent European subsystem became
increasingly entangled with the less interdependent European subsystem through alliance ties.
A wider war may still have been avoided, even with Germany and Russia committed to an
expanded Balkans conflict. Most importantly, France and Britain had not yet joined the war.
The question remained whether they too would honor their alliance commitments.108 At least one
determinant of the conflict may have been the ambiguity of the British position on intervention and
the German assumption that the British would remain neutral, in part to protect its commerce.109
There is even evidence that the relationship between interdependence and conflict remained in
effect during the war. Consider the European states that were convinced to enter the war after
August of 1914: Italy, Turkey, Bulgaria, Romania, Greece and Portugal. While each joined the
war for different reasons, with the possible exception of Italy none of these states was significantly
interdependent before the war began. And, in Italy’s case, it entered the war because of significant
territories offered her in Libya, Eritrea and Somaliland by France and Britain, suggesting that a
large offer such as this may have been required to outweigh the importance of other economic concerns. Furthermore, while little attention is paid to the European states that remained neutral, it
is worth noting that among these were the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Denmark, all highly
economically interdependent states. Denmark deserves particular attention because it had fought
wars with Germany in the 19th century, and the sovereignty of Southern Jutland was unresolved, so
108
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a salient dispute existed between the two countries. Yet, as Bludnikow notes, Denmark maintained
its neutrality “to be able to enjoy the advantages of its extensive international trade and shipping.”110 The Netherlands, whose neutrality was not a foregone conclusion, also chose to remain
neutral for economic reasons.111 Thus, a pattern emerged in which less-interdependent states chose
to enter the war, generally seeking territorial gain, while interdependent states preferred to remain
neutral, enjoying lucrative commerce.112 No exception to the trend, the United States attempted
similarly to pursue trade and avoid the conflict for much of the war, until this became impossible
under the combined impact of Allied political machinations and German submarine warfare.

7

Conclusions

One’s understanding of the relationship between interdependence and World War I hinges on the
following counterfactual question: if interdependence did not reduce the likelihood of conflict,
where would we have expected fighting during the era leading up to the war? As the analysis above
suggests, rivalries involving Germany, Britain, Russia and France were among the most intense
of the period and could well have resulted in major contests, as they had in the past and as was
expected by many at the time. Yet, war did not begin among the interdependent powers. During
the period of greatest commercial expansion, interdependent powers were less likely to go to war
with each other, despite having the means and the motives to do so – motives so strong that few
students of history would have been surprised if war had in fact broken out on several occasions.
Among weakly interdependent powers, in contrast, wars took place frequently, in patterns that
seem both timeless and familiar. If interdependence is ineffective, therefore, we must ask ourselves
why World War I began among the less interdependent powers and not in the interdependent West.
Just as interdependence is said to increase the incentives for peace by making war more expen110
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sive, widening the difference in payoffs between cooperating and not cooperating, so too alliances
operate by making war less costly, discouraging aggression or increasing leverage by making it
more expensive for allies to fail to intervene in contests involving security partners. It is not clear
which effect—the conflict-inhibiting impact of commerce or the conflict-inducing effect of alliance
ties—was more intense for the nations of Europe in 1914. We can, however, make the following comparisons. First, the benefits of interdependence varied among countries, ranging from the nearly
autarchic relationships among Balkan powers to the significantly integrated commercial powers.
Second, the costs of backing down for European powers almost certainly increased over time, as
leaders observed their opponents backing down in previous crises and as alliance ties became increasingly leveraged through tighter commitments. Russia and Germany repeatedly showed a preference
for discretion rather than mutual destruction. Yet, tightening alliance ties increasingly vied with
crosscutting economic dependencies for the attention and loyalty of national leaders. It was only as
alliance ties solidified and policy making was increasingly shifted to the less-interdependent powers
of the Balkans that the interdependent powers appeared to become less attentive to the economic
consequences of a wider war. Even this risk was discounted by key actors who expected their
opponents to crumble under pressure, in part because interdependence increased the cost of war.
The analysis provided here suggests that, in contrast to conventional wisdom, the 1914 crisis is
in fact a particularly weak case against commercial liberalism. Economic interdependence significantly affected crisis bargaining during the lead-up to the war. The system of alliances, created to
deter opponents and reduce the likelihood of great power war, had an important and unintended
consequence that manifested itself through a series of growing crises: it created an incentive for the
leaders of the interdependent powers to shift foreign policy discretion away from themselves and
toward powers less closely integrated into the economic system. Importantly, this logic implies that
there are conditions under which states can take actions to avoid conflict that, paradoxically, may
make conflict more likely. States that are highly economically integrated may thus have an incentive to integrate militarily with states that are weakly integrated into the global economy. This in
turn can produce unintended results. We hope to explore this potential refinement to commercial
liberalism in future research.
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Our analysis further suggests that conventional methods of inquiry may tend to ignore the kinds
of relationships responsible for the outbreak of World War I. Only by looking at the network of ties
between highly and weakly interdependent powers can we appreciate the role of this structure in
the era’s crisis behavior.113 Focusing solely on economic interdependence paints an incomplete and
misleading picture, omitting important ways in which the economically developed major powers
were connected to less-interdependent states through alliances. This level of complexity makes it
difficult for scholars to create parsimonious theories, although several scholars have begun to use
network theory and methods to do just this.114 We hope scholars will build on our argument to
refine claims about how economic interdependence interacts with other ties to affect war and peace.
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